
Madam's 4611 

  Chapter 4611 starts to act 

 

  She was distracted from time to time, and took a sip from the Coke can. 

 

   "Boss." 

 

   "Do you think these people are SBs? They have lost once, and he still wants to play with me. I really 

don't cry when I see the coffin." 

 

   There was a girl leaning against the wall behind her, wearing a peaked cap, she was quite 

unscrupulous, she was playing with her mobile phone with her head down, as if she was sending a 

message to someone. 

 

  Hearing this, the girl didn't even raise her head, and answered casually: "Just play with them." 

 

  Guan Yan smiled and looked up at her: "Aren't I just playing with them? This guy is a bit good. If it 

weren't for the defense program you programmed in the computer, I almost fell for him several times." 

 

   Immediately, Guan Yan changed the topic. 

 

"It's the first time I've met a hacker of this level outside the Hongmeng. This person doesn't seem like 

someone outside. His programming technique is also very tricky, a programming method that he has 

learned systematically... I'm sure there is no teaching this method." 

 

   "Sun, do you know where they are from?" 

 

"Well." 

 

  The girl just finished sending the message, put away her phone, and finally raised her head to reveal 

an extremely young face, with dark pupils, no emotion can be seen. 



 

   "It's just a bunch of jumping clowns!" 

 

   "..." 

 

  Guan Yan was stunned for a moment, and a sentence emerged in his mind: Wow, so crazy. 

 

  But she had long been used to Qiao Nian's speaking style, so she was stunned for a second, then 

quickly realized, and asked the girl curiously. 

 

   "Then if they keep playing this boring virus game with us and don't act for a long time, when it's ten 

o'clock, who will we really kill?" 

 

   "Otherwise I hang him here to watch the scenery?" 

 

  Qiao Nian looked at each other with her calmly, moved his wrist, put his hands in his pockets, and 

leaned back against the wall. 

 

   "I'll give her a chance to save people, but if she bets that I don't dare to do it, I don't mind showing 

her a sideshow." 

 

   Zhai Xicheng, a rat in the gutter, who only likes to hide in the dark and use some shady tricks, is 

really just a sideshow for Qiao Nian. 

 

  If it wasn't for Xu Yi, he would have almost died this time. 

 

  She didn't even bother to move Zhai Xicheng. 

 

   It's not that she doesn't dare to move, and it's not that she doesn't care about Nie Qingru's 

feelings... She just doesn't want to get her own hands dirty, and she doesn't want to get dirty with Guan 

Yan and David's hands. 



 

  People like Zhai Xicheng are used to running around in the gutter. 

 

  They don't have this habit. 

 

   There is no need to play tricks in the gutter for people like Zhai Xicheng who have degenerated to 

the point of playing tricks in the gutter. 

 

  Guan Yan collided with her eyes, and understood Qiao Nian's thoughts at a glance, and turned his 

head: "I understand." 

 

   Qiao Nian stood up straight at this moment, and walked towards Guan Yan. 

 

"what time is it?" 

 

  Guan Yan looked at the time under the computer: "Nine forty-five." 

 

  Qiao Nian took out his mobile phone and looked at it, but he didn't see a reply, so he nodded and 

looked outside at the crowded square. 

 

  Guan Yan saw that she was worried, so he asked: "Sun, what's the matter?" 

 

  Qiao Nian pursed her lower lip: "He didn't reply to my message." 

 

  Guan Yan thought for a while before realizing who Qiao Nian was talking about, and immediately 

teased with a dumbfounding expression: "No, boss. How long have you been apart, what's the matter!" 

 

  Qiao Nian didn't explain anything, just said: "I'm a little worried..." 

 

  Guan Yan: "..." 



 

  She tentatively said: "Why don't you leave this place to me, and you can go back and have a look?" 

 

  Qiao Nian looked outside again, there was a crowd of people outside, except for Zhai Xicheng, 

Chunlei and others in the center of the square, all they could see was the blackness of their heads. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 4612 You must listen to my arrangement 

 

  In this case, it is impossible to tell who is who among so many people. 

 

  But Qiao Nian was sure that Nie Qingru was among these people. 

 

  In addition to Nie Qingru, the group of people who followed her recently may also have mixed in, 

hiding their whereabouts. 

 

   It's the critical moment now. 

 

  Everything is arranged. 

 

  She had to deal with the things in hand first. 

 

  The girl turned her wrist and pulled down the peaked cap on her head, and said, "No need, let's 

finish things first. How are you doing?" 

 

  Seeing her looking at him, Guan Yan's eyes fell on the computer screen, and seeing the codes that 

kept climbing up, the corner of her mouth curled into a joke. He put his hands on his chest and said as if 

he was watching the excitement: "It's just... very hard work." 

 



  The hacker on the opposite side tried very hard to break through the automatic defense system of 

her computer and attack, but unfortunately, this system was written by Sun, which was much stronger 

than the system written by her. 

 

  Guan Yan could see the person on the opposite side sweating profusely, and he could also see the 

person on the other side desperately trying to squeeze in. 

 

  But she knew that the other party was unlikely to get what she wanted. 

 

   "There are still 15 minutes." Qiao Nian walked behind her, looked down and saw the situation on 

Guan Yan's computer, and it was obvious that Guan Yan was more than enough to deal with the other 

party's hackers. 

 

  Her thoughtless sentence caused Guan Yan to raise his head and take another peek, and then 

understood what Qiao Nian was referring to in 15 minutes. 

 

   There are still 15 minutes left before 10 o'clock. 

 

  Nie Qingru and the others would take actions during this period if they wanted to act, otherwise the 

only thing waiting for them was the head of Zhai Xicheng. 

 

  ** 

 

  Nine forty-eight. 

 

  The last 2 minutes left. 

 

  Nie Qingru looked at his mobile phone frequently, then looked at the hacker who was busy in front 

of the computer, sweating and gaining nothing, and raised his jaw. 

 

   "I see that even if it's 9:50, he still can't grasp the network around here, and can't find Qiao Nian's 

whereabouts." 



 

   "We've been waiting for more than ten minutes, not bad for the last two minutes." Yingshi's mood 

is stable, and it's hard to be influenced by others. 

 

  Nie Qingru looked gloomy, pursed her lips, and waited patiently for another minute and a half, 

seeing that the time on the phone was about to jump to 9:50. 

 

  She lowered her voice and said calmly: "I believe you one last time, if you lie to me..." 

 

  Nie Qingru hasn't finished speaking yet. 

 

  Ying Ten raised his wrist and glanced at the time. The minute on the watch had jumped to the 

position of 9, and it was nine fifty. 

 

  He ignored Nie Qingru, stepped forward and patted the hacker on the shoulder and said in a low 

voice, "No more intrusion, follow my orders." 

 

  The hacker seemed to be pulled back from a bottomless abyss. His whole body was sweating like a 

shower, and his eyes gradually changed from frenzy to sobriety. 

 

   "Yes, Captain." 

 

  The hacker obeyed the order and cut out from the screen full of codes, stopped his trembling 

hands, took a deep breath, raised his hand and slapped himself twice, and followed Ying Shidao firmly. 

 

   "You just tell me." 

 

  Ying Ten caressed the headset with one hand, and the headset was connected to everyone's hands, 

only listening to him calmly issue an order: "The situation has changed, and plan B will be implemented 

immediately." 

 

   "Eisen, throw our things out." 



 

   "Da Yu, arrange the retreat route for the big guy." 

 

   "Yodema, prepare your guns and ammunition and supply them at any time." 

 

   Following his orders one by one. 

 

  Those who were hidden in the crowd moved quickly. 

 

  All are scattered like fish in the sea. 

 

  After giving instructions to his subordinates, Ying Shi walked up to Nie Qingru again, and said with a 

stern expression, "Wait, wait for my arrangement or do it yourself?" 

 

   

 

  Chapter 4613 Fortunately, there is a positioning scroller invented by Miss Elena 

 

  Nie Qingru asked him back. 

 

   "What about listening to your arrangement? How about acting on your own?" 

 

Ying Ten was straightforward: "You listen to my arrangement. Our success rate is higher, and we are 

more powerful. On the contrary, you can act on your own. As long as it does not affect our mission, you 

can do anything else, but you will bear the consequences. I don't care if you go If you can’t go, how can 

you go?” 

 

  The task he received from the island was to save people. 

 

  Just rescue the hostages. 



 

  The safety of Nie Qingru, the former empress of the hermit family, is not within his scope of 

responsibility. 

 

  He is only responsible for the task. 

 

  Nie Qingru heard what he meant, and felt the importance of Erying Shi and the others to her. She 

took a deep breath and said, "We will listen to your arrangements." 

 

   "OK." 

 

Shadow asked them to take a headset for each of them, motioned them to put it on, and then said: "This 

Bluetooth headset can hear my voice, and I will direct from here. Do what I ask you to do, quickly 

Execute, don't do superfluous things and don't be lazy and play tricks." 

 

   "If the mission fails because of any of you, I don't care what your boss does with you, I will 

definitely kill you." 

 

   Really arrogant. 

 

  The bodyguards of the Hermit family looked at each other, each holding a headset in their hands, 

and hesitated to put it on. 

 

  Usually only they talk to others like this, this is the first time someone talks to them like this. 

 

  As if they were only worthy of being directed. 

 

   It's extremely uncomfortable. 

 

  Nie Qingru gave the order at this moment. 

 



   "Everyone put on the headset and listen to his arrangement!" 

 

  The people she brought put on the headsets immediately as instructed, and some of the remaining 

people were brought by Mr. Xue, and they didn't do it right away. 

 

  The old man in green shirt rubbed the space between his brows, took half a step forward and said, 

"Put on your earphones and listen to the arrangements." 

 

   "Yes." The remaining half put on the headsets. 

 

   This group of people obviously didn't listen to Nie Qingru's arrangement, and they only looked at 

the old man in green shirts the whole time, which showed that Nie Qingru could not direct them. 

 

  Shadow Ten saw the trickiness, but didn't care too much, turned around and walked back, and 

asked the hacker, "Where are the things Eisen lost?" 

 

  The hacker immediately called up a picture, and there were countless small red dots flashing on the 

picture. There were such small red dots all around them, at least dozens of them densely packed. 

 

  Ying Ten leaned over and pointed to the small red dot above, pointed to one of the vacant spaces 

and said, "Get three of them here." 

 

"OK." 

 

  The hacker operated the keyboard in his hand, and soon the little red dots moved and rolled 

towards the place Ying Shi said, as if they could be manipulated by the computer. 

 

   Guan Yan must be very surprised if he is here. 

 

  Because Qiao Nian likes to make this kind of small toys, and especially likes to insert chips into these 

small toys for networking. 

 



  The hacker quickly completed the arrangement, smiled, and said to him relaxedly: "Captain, 

fortunately, there is a positioning scroller invented by Miss Elena, which saves us a lot of energy and is 

not easy to be discovered." 

 

  The corners of Ying Shi's lips pulled upwards, and soon he concentrated on directing. 

 

   "Now everyone listen to my password." 

 

   "In ten seconds, I need all of you to shoot into the sky and run around, wherever you want, and try 

to keep yourself safe." 

 

   "Then Yoderma led a group of people with me, ready to tear gas, we try not to hurt anyone, and 

finish the task as soon as possible and leave." 

 

  Ying Eleven held the headset with both hands, and began to count down. 

 

   "10." 

 

"9." 

 

   

 

  Chapter 4614 is a smoke bomb 

 

  Same time, same place. 

 

  Guan Yan said to the girl: "The hacker on the opposite side suddenly stopped attacking my network 

and disappeared." 

 

  The girl stood at the narrow entrance, watching the crowd in the square outside, cheering and 

shouting David's name, and singing songs belonging to Continent F. 



 

  From their perspective, it is difficult to see the abnormality of the square. 

 

  Qiao Nian looked up at the sky, turned around and said to Guan Yan: "They are going to attack." 

 

"Forehead." 

 

  Guan Yan saw that the other party didn't attack his computer and didn't bother to sit in front of the 

computer, so he simply put aside the computer and walked over, looked outside, didn't see any clues, 

and then looked down at the phone. 

 

   "Ten minutes before ten o'clock, isn't it so fast?" 

 

  Qiao Nian found out a miniature folding telescope from nowhere, opened the telescope, picked it 

up, and searched around below. 

 

   The 'evidence' was soon discovered. 

 

  She handed the telescope in her hand to Guan Yan, and said in a leisurely tone, "Look at the 

ground." 

 

   "On the ground?" Guan Yan dubiously took over the binoculars and looked at the ground. 

 

  The telescope Qiao Nian uses doesn’t look big, but it works very well. It comes with an adjustable 

magnification function, which can automatically zoom in on the target based on iris sensing. 

 

  Guan Yan immediately found some small black round **** scattered on the ground. These small 

**** are about the size of volleyballs. 

 

   But there are a lot of these balls. 

 



  Guan Yan tracked at least four or five of the same small **** with the telescope in his hand. 

 

   One or two was an accident. 

 

   Four or five of these things are definitely not an accident. 

 

  She took away the binoculars, and immediately looked at the girl with a surprised expression on her 

bright melon seed face: "Sun, we..." 

 

   Qiao Nian put on the gloves slowly, and under her gaze, said lightly, "Get ready to work!" 

 

  Seeing her like this, Guan Yan suddenly calmed down, as if there was nothing to fear when the sky 

fell, because she knew that Qiao Nian must have a way. 

 

"yes." 

 

  Guan Yan didn't ask what those little black **** on the ground were, and quickly followed what 

they said before. 

 

  … 

 

   "4." 

 

   On the other side, Ying Ten is still counting down. 

 

  As the countdown enters the last three seconds, everyone's nerves are highly tense, and they are 

extremely focused on waiting for the last second to arrive. 

 

   "3." 

 



"2." 

 

  Nie Qing subconsciously looked at Zhai Xicheng who was hanging there in the center of the square, 

his heart was beating like a drum, and he felt a strong sense of uneasiness inexplicably. 

 

   Made her open her mouth, wanting to stop this operation for no reason. 

 

  But rationality forced her to suppress her panic, she did not make a sound, she clenched her fists 

and waited for the last order. 

 

"1." 

 

  Ying Ten calmly finished counting the last number, and immediately spoke to everyone. 

 

   "Action!" 

 

   Following his order. 

 

  Suddenly there were explosions in all directions of the square. 

 

   Accompanied by a sudden blasting sound. 

 

  Everyone in the square found thick smoke rising from their feet, and the smoke spread rapidly to 

the surroundings. 

 

   They quickly lost sight of the people around them, and they couldn't see the platform in the center 

of the square. 

 

at the same time. 

 



  Everyone hears a gunshot. 

 

"boom!" 

 

   Then it was like a signal. 

 

  After the first gunshot, everyone began to hear gunshots everywhere, and some gunshots were 

even very close to themselves. 

 

  They couldn't see their surroundings clearly, and they could hear dangerous gunshots everywhere 

around them, and people started to riot. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 4615 Saved someone! 

 

"Depend on." 

 

"what's the situation." 

 

   "Who the **** dares to come here and make trouble." 

 

   "Damn, shit, these scumbags have guns, let's hide first." 

 

   And at the same time. 

 

  The radio stations standing around the square made a rustling sound. 

 

  After the sound of electric current. 



 

  Guan Yan's calm command came from inside. 

 

   "Listen everyone, stand where you are from now on and don't move unless someone shoots you." 

 

   “We will resolve the unrest immediately.” 

 

   "Remember, don't move around." 

 

   “Snipers all around.” 

 

   "Whoever moves, I can only say sorry." 

 

   "From now on, follow my orders. As long as you are someone who has nothing to do with this 

incident, go inside to the right, Chunlei and the others will protect you." 

 

   In confusion. 

 

  Nie Qingru keenly noticed that the people in the chaotic square quickly calmed down, and moved to 

the right according to the arrangement. 

 

  Her eyelids twitched: "Aren't these people afraid? In this case, they still obey orders." 

 

   But she doesn't know. 

 

  F continent this execution square is not the first time to encounter robbery. 

 

   Those who come here to watch the excitement are not ordinary people, most of them have 

something behind their backs, or they are people who have seen the big world. 

 



   These people will not run away in fright when they hear a gunshot like ordinary people, and 

immediately lose their backbone. 

 

  They know the strength of David and the execution party better than anyone else. 

 

  Since everyone said to let them go to the right, there are special people on the right to protect 

them, and they have warned that there are snipers around. 

 

  Everyone never thought about running around. 

 

   After all, this is Continent F. 

 

  F Continent's rule is that after being warned, those who act recklessly will be regarded as death. If 

this kind of death, you can't pick quarrels and provoke troubles for revenge. 

 

   Everyone knows the rules. 

 

  No one wants to be in trouble. 

 

  Nie Qingru could feel the people around her walking to the side, gritted her teeth and said harshly 

to Ying Shiyin on the other end of the walkie-talkie: "Otherwise, we will randomly kill a few people." 

 

  Ying Ten stopped her sharply: "Don't mess around." 

 

   "This is Continent F. Saving people is about saving people. If we kill innocent people here, we don't 

want to leave here." 

 

  Nie Qingru gritted her teeth: "Then what do you say now?" 

 

  Ying Ten ignored her, and ordered on the intercom: "Yodema, are you ready?" 



 

   "Captain, don't worry." The man's rough voice quacked: "Brothers have been ready for a long time, 

just waiting for you to speak." 

 

   "Rush over!" Ying Shi himself took off his headset, picked up his gun and rushed towards the center 

of the square. 

 

  He was as fast as a black lightning bolt. 

 

   Just when Chunlei and the others discovered that someone wanted to take the opportunity to save 

someone, there were several explosions in the center of the square, followed by blue smoke. 

 

   "Fuck, tear gas." 

 

   Chunlei shouted hastily. 

 

  The others quickly covered their mouths and noses. 

 

  However, their reaction was still too slow. Many people inhaled a small amount of dust and were 

immediately choked with tears and snot, and their vision was blurred. 

 

   "Ahem, sister Chunlei." 

 

   "Cough... no, I sucked it in." 

 

  In just a few seconds, Ying Ten quickly rescued the person, dragged the rescued person out with 

one hand, and immediately notified everyone through the Bluetooth headset. 

 

   "I saved someone. Withdraw! Everyone follow the instructions and go out immediately!" 

 



   "Da Yu." 

 

  He walked fast with long legs, and called one of them through the headset. 

 

   "Let the responding brothers get ready immediately, we will go there immediately." 

 

   

 

  Chapter 4616 They saved the wrong person 

 

   "Yes, Captain." 

 

  Ying Ten arranged everything, and then there was a shocking explosion behind them, which was 

what they had prepared before. 

 

  As long as he saves the hostages. 

 

  Yodema and the others will immediately throw a few small explosives out, the purpose is not to 

hurt people, but to prevent David's men from catching up. 

 

  Then they just need an orderly retreat. 

 

   After getting into the car, there was a helicopter waiting for them more than ten kilometers away. 

 

  As long as Zhai Xicheng gets on the helicopter and sends him away. 

 

   It doesn't matter if they are caught by Qiao Nian and David, the island and the hermit family will 

negotiate with these people in the future. 

 

  It has nothing to do with how Qiao Nian settles accounts with Nie Qingru in the future. 



 

  He just gets the job done. 

 

"Walk!" 

 

  Ying Ten met the people who responded to him, and immediately called everyone. 

 

  The hacker and others swiftly packed up their computers and other belongings to keep up with him. 

They performed very professionally one by one. At first glance, they were well-trained and the efficiency 

accumulated from countless actual battles. 

 

  Ying 11th Road dragged the rescued people through the crowd and arrived at the meeting point 

they had set beforehand. 

 

   There is a small open space. 

 

   Now there are four or five jeeps parked in the open space. 

 

   His people are in the car. 

 

   The curly-haired man jumped out of the jeep headed by him, with a flirtatious little tugging, and a 

typical muscular man with a very distinctive personality. 

 

"team leader." 

 

  He jumped out of the car and went up to Yingshi to pick him up. 

 

  Ying Ten joined him. 

 



   Then he glanced back at the person who hadn't caught up, pushed the person behind him to the 

middle, and said to him, "You take the person away first." 

 

  The man was a little surprised: "Captain, you won't come with me?" 

 

  Ying Ten looked at the chaotic scene not far away that was about to be brought under control, his 

eyes sank, and when he turned around, his gaze was blazing and resolute. 

 

   "We can't go away for the time being!" 

 

"Team…" 

 

   What else does the man want to say. 

 

  Ying Ten interrupted him, and gave a stern order: "You take the mission away first, and I will find a 

way to escape later. If it doesn't work, you can ask the island to negotiate with them. In short, I will not 

be in danger..." 

 

  Da Yu seemed to calm down and nodded. 

 

   "Then captain, be careful yourself." 

 

  He immediately looked at the person who was pushed into the middle wearing a hood, looked up 

and down, and his expression became a little strange: "This person..." 

 

"Um?" 

 

  Da Yu touched his ears in embarrassment: "Captain, this hostage looks so **** short. He looks like a 

girl in height!" 

 

  Shadow Ten distracted himself from the tense nerves and looked at the person he brought out. 



 

   This man cooperated with me very much along the way, following him the whole way without 

asking random questions, as if he knew he was here to save him. 

 

etc! 

 

  Ying Ten immediately became alert, realized the problem, and touched the gun with his left hand. 

 

"Who are you?" 

 

   "You are not Zhai Xicheng!" 

 

  Zhai Xicheng didn't know their plan. 

 

  Normal people are blindfolded, and on the premise of hearing explosions and gunshots around 

them, they are suddenly taken away. No matter what, they have to ask his identity to go with him at 

ease... 

 

   But no. 

 

   The person he brought out was so calm, he never spoke a word! 

 

  Shadow Ten only found out now. 

 

  The height of the other party is also wrong. 

 

   Zhai Xicheng is considered short and thin among normal men. 

 

   But the height is about 175 or so. 

 



  The person in front of him obviously did not meet this standard. 

 

  And even though the person in front of him is wearing a hood, there is an indescribable energy 

around him, as if 'he' is not the kidnapped person. 

 

Chapter 4617: it’s you miss   

 

  It was the hunter who stood there happily and played cat and mouse with them. 

 

  —This person is not Zhai Xicheng! 

 

  Yingshi's brain buzzed, and he realized that he had been cheated. 

 

   "Who the **** are you!" he snapped. 

 

  The curly-haired, curly-haired handsome man also realized that something was wrong, and 

immediately after he took out his pistol, pointed it at the people standing in the middle of the crowd, 

threatening in a deep voice. 

 

   "I advise you not to play tricks, or we will shoot..." 

 

   He didn't finish his sentence. 

 

   "Ah, it was discovered." 

 

  The girl who had been cooperating honestly turned her wrist casually, and the shackles on her hand 

fell off automatically. 

 

   Immediately after. 

 



  She unhurriedly pulled off the hood covering her head, revealing her fair and delicate face. 

 

  That is a very young oriental face. 

 

   And born extremely beautiful. 

 

  Porcelain white skin is as delicate as a doll, with a slender neck and a unique oriental sense of 

mystery. But these are not the most interesting. 

 

  The most interesting thing is her eyes. 

 

  The slightly raised eye shape always gives people a kind of inadvertent arrogance, and the dark 

pupils print the shadow of the man with the gun in front of him. 

 

  Facing two pistols aimed at her, she turned around and threw the hood on the ground as if she was 

strolling in the garden, moving her aching skin from the shackles. 

 

   Raise the tip of the eyes again. 

 

   glanced at Shadow Ten. 

 

   "People from the island?" 

 

   "sun." 

 

  Yingshi is like facing an enemy, and she has already recognized her. 

 

  Qiao Nian was quite surprised, and tilted her head: "Hey, you know me?" 

 

  Ying Ten shut up again. 



 

   Half a second passed. 

 

  He asked with a cold expression: "What do you want?" 

 

   Qiao Nian walked over at this moment, stood half a step away from him, and suddenly reached out 

to touch his gun. 

 

   "Crack." 

 

   Behind him came the sound of a gun being loaded. 

 

   "Don't move!" 

 

  Qiao Nian stopped in mid-air, and then said coldly without looking back, "You don't know where 

you are standing?" 

 

   "I told you not to move around, or I will immediately..." The man's voice was tense. 

 

  Qiao Nian said flatly, "This is Continent F." 

 

  The conversation between the two of them, which seemed to be wrong, just ended. 

 

  Whether Yingshi or Dayu, or the people they brought, immediately noticed countless people 

suddenly appearing on the surrounding eaves. 

 

   "Yo hoo!" 

 

   These people made all kinds of excited roars. 

 



   Then they were targeted by countless red dots. 

 

   is a sniper rifle! 

 

   Surrounded by other people's snipers. 

 

  Ying Ten raised his head and found several strafing machine guns on the wall. As long as they dared 

to move around, they would be smashed to pieces in an instant. 

 

   "Don't forget." 

 

   "You yourself are still here." 

 

  Yingshi reminded the girl who was half a step away from him with a livid face. 

 

  The girl seemed to have just looked at him, her eyes were calm, as if she was looking at an ordinary 

person, and she didn't regard him as someone from the island at all. 

 

   "Then do you think I will stand here unprepared?" 

 

   "..." 

 

  Ying Ten wasn't sure whether she was referring to the group of people who surrounded them from 

high places around them, or something else, but his rich experience told him. 

 

  The best thing to do now is not to provoke the opponent, because the opponent still has cards that 

have not been revealed. 

 

  Ying Ten calmed down. 

 



   asked again. 

 

"What do you want to do?" 

 

  Qiao Nian raised his hand this time, pushing aside the gun he was aiming at himself. 

 

  Such a dangerous move. 

 

  She did it very naturally. 

 

   That powerful, defiant arrogance. 

 

   It's as overwhelming as today's weather. 

 

  She seemed sure they wouldn't dare to shoot, or that she wasn't afraid of them shooting at all. 

Chapter 4618: Otherwise, you will be one of today’s bustle 

  Ying Ten was not sure what kind she was. 

 

   But he could sense the danger looming. 

 

   Qiao Nian is very dangerous, not in the sense that he has encountered danger before, he can feel 

that Qiao Nian doesn't take all of them seriously. 

 

  … 

 

  After the girl pushed his gun away, she retreated a step away. 

 

   said to him suddenly. 

 



   "Are you interested in watching a play?" 

 

   "?" 

 

  Ying Shi didn't understand, so he glanced at her, as if asking what she wanted to say. 

 

  Qiao Nian just snapped his fingers. 

 

  There was a bearded man who jumped down from the wall with a group of people, and first 

controlled all his people, leaving only Yingshi and Dayu. 

 

  Qiao Nian put his hands in his pockets, he didn't care if the two would resist, and his face was cold: 

"You don't want to ruin all your brothers just because of a mission, do you?" 

 

  Ying Ten heard what she meant, and his temples twitched twice. He had to admit that Qiao Nian 

pinched his seven inches, and a single sentence made him lose the desire to resist. 

 

   "Da Yu." 

 

   Following his order. 

 

  The curly-haired young man on the opposite side gritted his teeth and dropped the gun in his hand, 

and slowly raised his hands. 

 

  Ying Shi also bent down and put the gun on the ground, then faced the girl again, and asked her 

while maintaining a stable mood. 

 

   "What do you mean by watching a play?" 

 

  Qiao Nian glanced at him, admiring his unruffled demeanor, and kindly answered his question: "A 

little game about choices." 



 

  Ying Ten vaguely guessed what she was going to do, opened his mouth, and rolled out of his throat: 

"She is your grandma." 

 

   The voice just fell. 

 

The girl made a pistol movement, pointed her hand at his eyes, and there was a smile on the corner of 

her mouth, but the smile didn't reach her eyes: "You like to test, why don't you try it? I dare not kill you 

here!" , and then throw your body back to the island?" 

 

   "..." At first, Ying Shili only guessed in his heart that she might know the existence of the island, but 

now he is absolutely sure that Qiao Nian knows their background and their identities. 

 

   She knows the island! 

 

  Ying Shi couldn't help feeling palpitations, but he stood stiffly in place and didn't try to understand 

the girl in front of him. 

 

   Qiao Nian. 

 

   sun. 

 

  It was the first time he encountered such a kind of aura that could suppress him... no, Miss Elena 

could also suppress him in aura. 

 

   But Qiao read to him felt more dangerous, more breathless. 

 

   As soon as this idea came to mind, Ying Shi forcibly threw it out. 

 

  Miss Elena has a noble status, how can it be compared to any other girl outside? 

 



  He shouldn't compare the two together, otherwise it would be a disguised humiliation to Miss 

Elena. 

 

   "While I'm in a good mood, stay here and watch the excitement. Otherwise...you are one of today's 

excitement." 

 

  The girl's casual warning brought him back to reality. 

 

  Ying Ten took a deep breath, for the time being, he could only cooperate with her and see what she 

would do. 

 

  … 

 

   Half an hour later. 

 

  The riot in the square has been controlled in an orderly manner under the command of Guan Yan. 

 

   Everyone soon discovered that Zhai Xicheng, who had been hung in the center of the square, had 

disappeared. 

 

   Just when everyone was talking about it. 

 

  Chunlei and the staff in charge of the execution stood up to appease everyone and told them that 

today's execution show was cancelled. 

 

  Although many people were still unwilling to leave, most of them left here one after another under 

the **** of Chun Lei and the others. 

 

   And in the southwest of the square. 

 

  In an open space. 



 

  Nie Qingru, Xue Lao, Ying Ying and the hacker on the island were all gathered together and looked 

at the girl sitting on the chair. 

Chapter 4619: I will come to him personally to apologize 

  The wind blew the red flag behind them and made a sound, and the black totem on it seemed to be 

entrenched above their heads at this moment, waiting for an opportunity to move. 

 

  The weapons in the hands of Nie Qingru and others have been confiscated by the monkeys and they 

have thrown them in the corner of the wall like a garbage dump. 

 

  There is an atmosphere of tense tension on both sides. 

 

  Nie Qingru's eyes were red, staring at Yingshi and the others standing beside him, sneeringly said: 

"This is the strength of your island? I asked you to come here just to be a coward?" 

 

  The people on the island are all indignant. 

 

  Ying Ten was very calm in the face of her questioning, and said frankly: "My brother is more 

important than completing the task." 

 

   "Shrinking head!" Nie Qingru cursed as the blue veins on his forehead popped up, his eyes were so 

dark that he wanted to tear him apart. 

 

  But Yingshi was unmoved, as if he didn't hear it. 

 

  Nie Qingru knew that the facts were already here, and the group of people on the island didn't care, 

so she came by herself. 

 

  She looked at the girl sitting on the mahogany chair with her legs crossed, lowered her eyebrows, 

couldn't hide the disgust in her eyes, and called out to that person. 

 



"Qiao Nian, I admit that I did what happened in Independent Continent, but you are so smart and you 

should know that it was an accident. I just want to study the data, and I don't intend to hurt anyone. The 

reason why the accident happened later is because I didn't expect him to find out. He even fought with 

his life. The man was also in a hurry, afraid of being discovered by the security outside, so he stabbed 

him a few times with the knife he secretly brought in..." 

 

  She said reluctantly: "If you made such a big fight because of this matter, I apologize to you. Sorry, I 

didn't consider this accident." 

 

  Qiao Nian watched her perform from a distance. Originally, she was still playing with a silver dagger 

in her hand, with a frivolous expression, not very angry. 

 

  Until she pretended to say a lot of things to herself, and apologized hypocritically there. 

 

  Qiao Nian felt a string in his brain being plucked, and suddenly had the urge to kill, that kind of 

uncontrollable violent emotion that was about to burst out. 

 

   When Ye Wangchuan was not around, it was extremely difficult to control, almost occupying her 

mind, burning like ghostly ghost fire. 

 

  She tilted her head and licked her dry lips. Her dark eyes looked at the person apologizing to her not 

far away with a confident expression. 

 

   "You say I'm sorry, but I say it's okay. In your eyes, you can pretend that nothing happened. It 

doesn't matter if Xu Yi is still in the hospital?" 

 

   "I'll apologize to him personally." 

 

  Nie Qingru knew exactly what she wanted, before Qiao Nian could speak, she said it. 

 

   "I will come to see him in person, apologize to him, and hand over that person to you, including the 

handover person." 

 



   "Tsk." 

 

   How wonderful. 

 

  As long as you hand over those people driven by her, and then forcefully bow your head and say a 

few nice words, even if Xu Yi is dead. 

 

  In the eyes of a person like her, her whole life was not in vain. 

 

  After all, she is the empress of the hermit family, a nobleman with noble blood, and she is willing to 

apologize to a member of the Independent Continent Research Institute. 

 

  What else can these people not forgive? 

 

   If they won't forgive. 

 

   That's why they don't know what to do! 

 

   It was they who clung to her, the high and mighty empress, because they had no strength, so they 

would never be able to become a master. 

 

  Ordinary people are born to pay for the actions of these people. 

Chapter 4620: Sister Nian: You choose one of the two 

  Ordinary people are like wild dogs on the side of the road to these people. Who cares whether the 

wild dogs are dead or alive, whether the wild dogs bark at themselves or wag their tails? 

 

  But Nie Qingru and the others overlooked one point. 

 

  Whether it is a human or an animal, there is a critical point. 

 



   They pride themselves on being noble. 

 

   But at the end of the day, they are animals too. 

 

   "Let's play a game." 

 

   After Qiao Nian briefly smiled, he suddenly brought it up. 

 

  Nie Qingru didn't understand what she wanted to do, she narrowed her eyes vigilantly, and at the 

same time said very impatiently: "I have already promised to apologize!" 

 

  She meant that she had offered to apologize, so what else could Qiao Nian be dissatisfied with? 

 

  Qiao Nian raised her hand and clapped lightly. 

 

   Soon Chunlei pushed the two of them out. 

 

  Both of them are wearing headgear, so they can't see their faces clearly. They can only be judged by 

their body shapes as men. One of them is thin and thin, with about 175 heads. 

 

  Nie Qingru immediately became emotional when she saw the man: "Xicheng!" 

 

  The shadow grabbed her arm indistinctly from behind to prevent her from walking over, because 

everyone present except the queen herself could see it. 

 

   Qiao Nian is serious this time. 

 

  If the queen provokes her, it will be difficult for them to leave safely with so many snipers around. 

 



  Shadow looked at the girl sitting on the chair vigilantly, only to see the girl raised her left hand again 

and snapped her fingers. A strong woman with a wheat complexion in front of her stepped forward, and 

rudely tore off the black cloth covers covering their heads, revealing their original faces. 

 

   "Brother?" Nie Qingru suddenly changed his face. 

 

   Of the two people who were **** behind their hoods, one was Zhai Xicheng, no doubt, but the 

other was something none of them had thought of. 

 

   It turned out to be Nie Tao! 

 

  Nie Tao's face was ashen, his eyes were dull, his face was sallow and emaciated, as if he hadn't 

eaten for several days, and his whole body was extremely numb. 

 

  It wasn't until the black cloth cover on his head was removed for a while that his eyeballs moved, as 

if he was slowly feeling the light from the numbness, and he became a little angry. 

 

  Nie Qingru glared at the girl fiercely with angry eyes: "What do you want to do? Qiao Nian, what 

exactly do you want to do!" 

 

  Mr. Xue gasped when he saw Nie Tao, looked at the girl sitting on the chair in astonishment, and 

became nervous. 

 

  He realized the threat half a beat later than the shadow, and also felt that Qiao Nian was serious 

this time, more serious than ever before. 

 

  Following Chunlei's gesture, the next two guns were placed on the backs of Zhai Xicheng's and Nie 

Tao's heads respectively, and loaded directly. 

 

   Qiao Nian said to Nie Qingru concisely: "Choose." 

 

  Nie Qingru looked at her in disbelief. 



 

   "You don't like to touch people around me. Now these two people are here. You choose one, and 

the other is your sincerity to apologize to Xu Yi." 

 

   "You bastard..." 

 

  Nie Qingru understood what she meant, her fingertips trembled with anger, and she stared at her 

with accusing, disgusted and hated eyes. 

 

   It was as if Qiao Nian was the root cause of all this, the culprit. 

 

   And she is just an innocent old man persecuted by the juniors. 

 

"Why do not you go to hell!" 

 

  Vicious words jumped out of her mouth. 

 

  Nie Qingru's chest was so full of energy and blood that she wanted to bite the root of all evil to 

death with her mouth open. It was because of her that she was forced into this situation again and 

again. 

 

   "I don't know what you are going to do, but I can tell you clearly that if I don't choose, you can kill 

me in front of everyone if you have the ability." 


